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ITTERS
W R I T T E N B Y: B R I T TA N Y C H A R D I N

SUITE

A GROWING COLLECTION OF AVAILABLE BRANDS
HELPS BARTENDERS HIT THE HIGH NOTES

Being ever inquisitive, I had to ask, “Do you usually have a little
lime with your chocolate?” I think the conversation may have
ended there if she had said yes. What could I offer such a
misguided palate? Fortunately the story was simply this: curious,
she had picked up a bottle of Bittermens Xocolatl chocolate bitters
from the bar rail, smelled them, deemed them potentially delicious,
and plunked copious dashes into the margarita she was drinking.
One can only imagine the rest. “Helping to avoid this sort of flavor

Innovation or Revival.
Either it’s new, or it’s new all over again. Current trends in the food
and beverage industry can be divided into those two categories.
Marking both molecular gastronomy and mixology in the
innovation column will get little argument. The resurgence
of nearly-forgotten cocktail recipes, micro-distilleries (featured
in in the Mix Winter 2009), glassware styles long-abandoned, and
aromatic bitters fall firmly in the revival column. However fresh
the influx of bitters (both commercial and house-made) may seem,
it is actually a return to original cocktail techniques and recipes of
bartenders from the 1800s. In his book, Harry Johnson’s New and
Improved Bartenders’ Manual printed in 1900, Johnson listed eight
principal bitters as must-haves for any respectable bar. Quite
a switch from the one, lonely, dog-eared bottle of Angostura waiting
patiently on a dusty shelf in every corner bar, pulled from near-oblivion
only for hiccups, an upset stomach, or that rare Old Fashioned drinker.

train wreck is exactly the goal of this article. We want to give the
on-premise bartender or bar manager a better understanding of
the role and applications of aromatic bitters in cocktail-making,”
I explained.
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Spurred by my friend’s earlier experience, we began listing all the
compatible flavors and existing drinks we could think of that would
likely pair perfectly with a few dashes of chocolate bitters.
Oranges, berries, or pretty much any sort of nut - now you’re
talking! Banana liqueur, caramel liqueur - we were getting excited!
An Old Fashioned - yeah! “A bourbon Manhattan with a dash
of maraschino too!” she cried. “This is easy and fun!” my friend
exclaimed and, we soon realized, very delicious. I don’t remember
exactly what happened next. Oh, the things we do in the name
of research!

When I told a friend I was writing an article on understanding bitters, she proclaimed
emphatically, “Ew, I hate bitters!” Sadly, bitters had indeed met their bitter end when
she dumped an indiscriminate amount of chocolate bitters into an unsuspecting
margarita - with disastrous results. Go figure.
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BITTERS

B
Adam Seger

making a Hum
& Bubbles

Bitters can best be defined as a highly
flavorful, highly concentrated mixture
of a base spirit and aromatic essences
and oils extracted usually from roots,
plants, herbs, fruits or seeds, and
added in dashes to cocktails to create
new flavor profiles. Bitters were
medicinal in origin, are now produced
around the world and are increasingly
de rigueur for the serious mixologist.

with his Hum
Bitters.

For a more scientific approach, I posed
the following questions to some of the
best minds in the business:
Tobin Ellis, Tony Abou-Ganim, Kathy Casey and Cameo McRoberts
of Kathy Casey Studios, H. Ehrmann, Gaz Regan, Dale DeGroff,
Jovial King from Urban Moonshine and Jamie Boudreau.

Q

WHAT BASIC RULES OF THUMB CAN YOU OFFER
FOR THOSE WANTING TO EXPERIMENT WITH USING
BITTERS AS AN ADDITIVE TO EXISTING DRINKS?

Bitters are an accent - the salt & pepper, if you will - to a cocktail
base spirit and modifiers. Use them sparingly; a little goes a long
way. TAG
•

Q

IS THERE A CERTAIN APPROACH YOU TAKE WHEN
THINKING ABOUT WHICH DRINKS WILL BENEFIT FROM
THE ADDITION OF BITTERS, OR ARE THERE ANY
DRINKS THAT YOU CATEGORICALLY AVOID?

With the many brands, styles, and flavors of bitters available
on the market today, not to mention homemade bitters, there
is virtually a bitters for almost every drink. Most drinks can be
improved and made more complex through the addition of
a dash or two of bitters. TAG
•

Bitters add complexity to a cocktail so if the recipe is already
complex, it may not need bitters. As with any ingredient, only
include it if it really makes the drink better. Some bartenders act
like bitters is the new bacon. I’m sorry but everything is better only
with bacon - not bitters. The power and wonder of well-made
bitters is that it can completely change a cocktail, and the only way
to know if it is going to work or not is to try it. It’s just a cocktail
and what really matters is whether or not you like it. If you like
it and want to put your name on that recipe, do it! HE
•

Deconstruct the classic cocktails you like that include bitters and
see how they affect those recipes. Try them both with and without
the bitters, and then try them with more than the recipe calls for,
and less than the recipe calls for, so you can get a sense of how
much is enough. HE
•

Know that bitters can distract as well as enhance, and they
don’t work in every drink on the face of the earth. Then only
experimentation will tell you what works and what doesn’t. GR
•

When using smoky liquors (scotch, mezcal), think Peychaud’s
bitters. GR
•

Some strong flavors like Antico vermouths, amaros, beverage
bitters like Campari, etc. employ a lot of spices and botanicals
found in food additive bitters products, and as such, may not
need more flavor accent. DD
•
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Q
•

WHAT ADVICE DO YOU HAVE FOR BARTENDERS WHO
ARE JUST BEGINNING TO EXPERIMENT WITH MAKING
THEIR OWN AROMATIC BITTERS?

Start out by stealing someone else’s recipe. GR

Pick your base element, stay true to it, and build around it. Start
small. Ingredients are expensive and if you mess up, you didn’t
invest too much. Take notes. Measuring weights in grams is best
because it’s easier to scale up and more precise. CM
•

Tinctures, baby, tinctures. A couple years ago at Tales of the
Cocktail, Jamie Boudreau brought up this approach and instantly
I saw the genius. If you start with a multi-herb/root bitters, then
wait the weeks and/or months it takes to properly make and you
don't like the result, you have to start all over again. But if you
make single-herb/root tinctures (tincture: single spice, herb, or root
steeped in a high-proof neutral grain spirit for weeks/months.),
you can then blend them to come up with the perfect balance. Not
enough anise? Hit it with more of your anise tincture. I would
call this "Johnny Walkering” it. Blend finished products by taste
to make your bitters instead of trying to make a perfect bitters
by guesswork. TE

Miles Thomas making a Pear Hélène with his Scrappy’s Chocolate bitters

•

Proper aging and agitating are key steps in flavor development.
Aging, or steeping, helps extract flavor. Too little time and your
bitters will be flat; too much and they’ll be unbalanced. Agitating
by giving the mixture a shake every now and then ensures that
those flavors are dispersed throughout the mix, with no unexpected
taste spikes. KC

Q

AFTER THE DUST CLEARS FROM THE EXPLOSION OF
NEW AND REVISITED INGREDIENTS BEING EMPLOYED
IN BITTERS-MAKING, WHAT FLAVORS DO YOU FORESEE
STILL STANDING IN SAY FIVE YEARS, AND POTENTIALLY
BECOMING AS INDISPENSABLE AS THE ICONIC
ANGOSTURA?

•

The Bitter Truth’s Jerry Thomas’ Own Decanter Bitters,
Jamie Boudreau’s Cherry Bitters. HE
•

•

Angostura is still my go-to bitters. TAG

I love the idea of bringing back the celery bitters. It just makes
sense and I hope it forges on.CM
•

Is your flavor choice different enough that the world really needs
your invention? For example, creating another aromatic bitters
that employs many of the baking spice notes of Angostura puts you
immediately at a huge disadvantage. You are going toe-to-toe with
one of the best and most versatile products in the bitters world…
why would you do that? Do you really want to jump into the ring
with Ali? DD
•

I think it's really fantastic that bartenders have a newfound
interest in herbal bitters! As an herbalist, I would recommend that
bartenders get to know each herb individually before they make a
"bitters blend." Find ten herbs that you are interested in working
with. Buy ten small glass jars and a bottle or two of organic vodka.
Put one herb in each jar and cover completely with alcohol. Let the
jars sit for a month, shaking them periodically. After the herbs have
steeped long enough, strain them and taste them individually to get
a sense of their flavor, quality, and intensity. Once you get to know
your individual herbs, you will be well on your way to creating
a spectacular herbal bitters blend! JK
•

Orange and Peychaud’s will always have a place alongside
Angostura Aromatic. I think Fee Brothers Whiskey Barrel has a
shot. And a lavender bitters will kill it, possibly ours (Hogan &
Ellis English Lavender Bitters, being produced soon by Tru Spirits).
Adam Elbegarb has reformulated Bokers Bitters and if he hit the
mark, I wouldn’t be surprised for that to be around for a while,
just on nostalgia/history alone. And I think one that might surprise
people by breaking through the novelty barrier is chocolate. Adding
some bitter notes to otherwise sweet, creamy drinks is amazing. TE
•

Angostura, Peychaud’s, and orange bitters will stick around
as they always have, and I hope that The Bitter Truth’s Jerry
Thomas’ Own Decanter Bitters sticks around too. They’re pretty
astounding. GR
•

Gary Regan’s Orange, The Bitter Truth’s Celery, Fee’s Chocolate
and Lemon. DD
•
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R
TERS
SOME BARTENDERS ACT LIKE BITTERS IS THE NEW BACON.
I’M SORRY BUT EVERYTHING IS BETTER ONLY WITH BACON NOT BITTERS.
- H. Ehrmann

The Bitters Suite:

A N G O S T U R A : With its iconic oversized label, it is the
most recognized brand of bitters in the world. Invented by
a German doctor in Venezuela over 180 years ago as a cure
for digestive ailments. Now produced in Trinidad using the
same secret formula: rum based with gentian, cinnamon,
clove, orange peel, and coffee. The much-anticipated
Angostura Orange Bitters was released in 2007. Two flavors
in 186 years? Whoa, Angostura, take it easy.
P E Y C H A U D ’ S : Invented by New Orleans
apothecary Antoine Peychaud in the 1830s. Still an
indispensable ingredient in his now classic cocktail,
the Sazerac. Neutral spirit base with gentian,
a pleasant anise flavor, and a wonderful purplish-red
color. Add these bitters to your gin & tonic for
a St. Charles and you will never forsake them.
STIRRINGS BLOOD
O R A N G E B I T T E R S : A sweeter and
mellower interpretation, these are made without
the use of a base spirit. The idea is to add
a complex element of flavor to drinks without
overpowering them with alcohol. Similar
in flavor to Aperol but with the sweetness
of added cane sugar.
FEE BROTHERS BITTERS:
Produced in Rochester, New York since the
1950s. Offered in a multitude of flavors such
as grapefruit, mint, cherry, rhubarb, lemon,
chocolate, whiskey barrel-aged bitters, and
my favorite, peach. Good stuff; plus, Joe Fee
is a fine chap.

R E G A N S ’ O R A N G E B I T T E R S N O . 6 : Developed
through trial and error by beverage industry luminaries Gaz and
Mardee Regan, who in the 1990s wanted a better orange bitters
than was available at that time. Inspired by an old recipe pulled
from The Gentleman’s Companion: An Exotic Drinking Book by
Charles H. Baker. Rich with flavors of coriander, cardamom, and
orange peel, this is a great brand with which to begin experimenting
and, deservedly, it is already a staple in many bars. Being the
“bartendery” sort, Gaz has posted the detailed recipe on his
website, Ardentspirits.com.

B I T T E R M E N S : Launched by Avery and Janet Glasser
from their New York City apartment, the now Brookline,
Massachusetts-based company has entered into a global partnership
with The Bitter Truth. Currently producing two amazing flavors:
grapefruit and Xocolatl Mole. The latter’s rich chocolate yet spicy
flavors pair perfectly with tequila, bourbon, and rum, bringing out
the barrel notes in these spirits.

T H E B I T T E R T R U T H : Founded in 2006 by Stephan Berg
and Alexander Hauck out of the frustration of being unable to find
quality cocktail bitters in the European market. Since then, The
Bitter Truth has expanded its portfolio to include other flavorings,
liqueurs, and spirits. Bitters include orange, lemon, celery, and Jerry
Thomas’ Own Decanter Bitters.

U R B A N M O O N S H I N E M A P L E B I T T E R S : The
star in the line-up of handcrafted, organic bitters and tonics that,
according to the Burlington, Vermont-based company, “bring the
wisdom of generations to the modern world.”

S C R A P P Y ’ S : Seattle bartender Miles Thomas’ new-to-market
line of small batch bitters. Lavender and cardamom offerings shine.

Some of the many bitters for sale at
The Boston Shaker in Somervile, MA
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BITTERS

RECIPES
Begin Experimentation with These
Great Recipes:

The gin & tonic has been the traditional cocktail hour standard
for summer gatherings. Several years ago, while I was working
the Promenade Bar at the Rainbow Room, a customer challenged
me to create a new summer drink. He was tired of the gin & tonic
and asked me to do something more exciting with gin to get him
through the summer. I made this gin sour by adding Angostura
bitters and called it the Gin Thing. Well, it became quite the thing
that summer so I put it on my cocktail menu. One guest who
enjoyed the drink was a fiction reader for the New Yorker named
Valerie. Valerie insisted I give the drink a classier name. Since the
Hemingway Daiquiri was on the menu at the time, she thought
F. Scott should get some representation too, so she suggested
“The Fitzgerald.” - Dale DeGroff

GENERAL METHOD:
Step 1: Combine aromatics (roots, plants, herbs, or fruits)
with alcohol.

Thinking about Making
Your Own Bitters?

“They are decidedly high maintenance – but worth it,” says Adam
Segar, founder of Hum Botanical Spirits, the General Manager of
Nacional 27 in Chicago, and the maker of the award-winning
Bitters 27. Seger, like many bitters innovators, built his first recipe
using scraps of information pieced together from vintage
bartending books, newly reprinted classics, and the Internet.
Seger gets most of his aromatics from Merz Apothecary in Chicago.
They sell their goods internationally at www.smallflower.com.
As others also advise, Seger infuses each herb separately. He then
makes a micro-blend or tincture, mixing together a fraction of
each until reaching his desired result.

Alabazam by
Jamie Boudreau

takes weeks or even months.

3

Cameo McRoberts

ALABAZAM

Cocktail - one of my favorites

by Jamie Boudreau

and a great cocktail to turn

1½ oz Cognac

in the Kathy

1½ oz (45ml) gin

non-gin drinkers on to gin.

2 tsp Cointreau

Casey Studios

¾ oz (25ml) simple syrup

Who knew I liked gin! - TAG

1 tsp Angostura

THE FITZGERALD

until desired intensity is reached, which usually

Photo Credit:

My take on the Casino

2

Step 2: Seal container and infuse, shaking daily,

Three steeping
batches of bitters

Step 3: Combine infusions (if working with more
than one), and balance flavor with herb extracts.

4

Step 4: Let marry overnight. Strain, then bottle.

1 tsp sugar

¾ oz (25ml) fresh lemon juice
2 dashes Angostura bitters

CASINO COCKTAIL

Lemon wedge garnish

1½ oz Bombay Sapphire gin
½ oz Luxardo maraschino

Shake all ingredients with ice and strain into a cocktail glass.

liqueur
1½ oz fresh lemon sour

1 tsp lemon juice

Stir all until sugar has dissolved,
add ice, stir and strain into
a chilled cocktail glass, marvel
at the spiciness!

KATHY CASEY’S RECIPE FOR SIMPLE
ORANGE BITTERS

(2 parts fresh lemon juice,
The Fitzgerald by Dale DeGroff

1 part simple syrup)

INGREDIENTS

2-3 dashes of orange bitters

1 (750-milliliter) bottle grain alcohol, such as Everclear 151

3 Luxardo brandied cherries

½ pound orange peel pieces

In a mixing glass of a Boston
shaker, add gin, maraschino
liqueur, fresh lemon sour, and
orange bitters; shake with ice
until well chilled. Strain into a
chilled cocktail coupe; garnish
with 3 brandied cherries and
a splash of the brandied
cherry juice.
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1 tsp fennel seed
½ tsp coriander seed
4 cardamom pods
20 drops gentian extract or approx. ½ teaspoon gentian root
½ tsp dry chinchona
INSTRUCTIONS:

Combine all ingredients in a 2-quart jar with a tight fitting lid.
Close and store at room temperature. Let steep 14 days, shaking
the jar every other day. Strain alcohol from spices and store in
a jar with a tight fitting lid, in a dark place.

Many Thanks to Tobin Ellis,
Tony Abou-Ganim, Kathy Casey
and Cameo McRoberts of Kathy
Casey Studios, H. Ehrmann,
Gaz Regan, Dale DeGroff,
Alexander Hauck of The Bitter
Truth, Jamie Boudreau,
Adam Seger and Jovial King.
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